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Thanks a million my friends for reading and your knowledge which results I got this version of L.A.Noire(1.3.2613). I am sorry if this question has been posted in some other website before, but let me ask again as I am starting with this. I am having trouble installing L.A.Noire with update(v1.3.2613) after a user reported in the L.A.Noire section of uTorrent
that he got an error at the start of the installation and I just want to know if there is any kind of extension which will let me run these files without any error. Let me first give you some details about this installation. L.A.Noire.Update.v1.3.2613-RELOADED CODEXÂ . In previous versions of L.A.Noire(1.2.10) I was having no issues with installation as long as I
didn't have any firewall. But after a user reported in the L.A.Noire section of uTorrent that he got an error at the start of the installation and that I just need to remove my firewall(SuSe had added Firewall which I did), I was not able to install this version of L.A.Noire(1.3.2613). I tried to use another recommended program which removed the Firewall and
that resulted in an endless loop of %[80409][ERROR] Caught exception at L.A Noire error and the whole installation went on for about 2 hours (which is unusual for a simple installation). So I started Googling, and after reading a lot of posts on GameRUSH and some other sites, I came to know that there are some firewalls which react badly with uTorrent
and as a result these sites recommends to use another program and remove the firewall. So, I did that and finally the installation worked and I am having the issue only because of a firewall. That's why I am here to ask if there is any extensions for uTorrent or any program which will make uTorrent install these files without using a firewall and without

removing it. I am just trying to install L.A.Noire and I want to try it out as it is the biggest achievement of Rockstar Games. So, I hope that my problem is solved as I have tried it out in many other ways but nothing seems to work. BTW, 6d1f23a050
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